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Abstract
Cyber attacks are becoming smarter and more dangerous as our need for information
technology increases. The protection of data, systems, Information, and application has become
one of the main tasks. That’s why it’s really important to understand about cyber security. Data
protection and data security will always be the most important security features that every
organization deals with. We are currently living in a global world where the facts are kept in a
digital or cyber form. Due to advancementof ICT (Information and communications technology)
and cyberage, various numbers of privacy and security challenges have been identified and
reported. Hence, a new field is extended in cyber world titles as Cyber-security. In this paper, we
provide an overview of the cybersecurity and its subdomains or its functions also explains the
Major areas of cyber security.

Keywords: Cyber security, Network security, Domains of Cyber-security, Cyber-Physical
system.

1. Introduction
Cyber security is method, process and techniques which involved protecting data, information,
computer system, software applications and networks from cyber-attackers. Currently, cyberattacks have become even more complicated and advanced [1]. Our society, economy, and
important infrastructures must rely heavily on their networks and IT solutions. A report was
found bu computer crime and security analysis that malware was injected, computer theft,
phishing and bot attacks were carried out on the basis of common cyber attack concepts to obtain
sensitive material, causing damage to the organization. [2]. The increasing no of cyber-attacks on
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digital technology and communication networks attracted the attention of ICT professionals,
cyber security wings and other security officials to enhance the security level.
Cyber security is a very imperative part of the cyber world. Because cyber security is a method
of defending information, software, network, and facts from unauthorized access or attacks.
Cyber safety performs an essential function within the area of statistics technology. Securing the
information, network, records, and the application has come to be one of the largest challenges.
Cyber security is a very important part of the cyber world. Because cyber security is a
performance of protecting data, application, system, and information from illegal access or
attacks. Cyber security shows a necessary part in the arena of information technology.
Cybersecurity covers the physical and non-physical security of data against internal and external
attacks or threats. The physical attack can damage hardware, software, and sensitive data or
information. Non-physical threats such as viruses and piracy come from illegal access to the
system[3]. While the physical domain includes hardware, software and networks as a structure
block of cyber substructure [4].

2. Domains of Cybersecurity
The field of cybersecurity is categorized into main six domains are as follows Cyber-Physical
domain, Information domain, Network domain, Cognitive domain, Social domain, and
Transportation domain.
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Figure 1. Cybersecurity domains
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2.1 Cyber-Physical domain
The physical domain is an essential part or subdomain of cybersecurity. Information technology
infrastructure work as a medium in the physical domain used to transfer information. The cable
Internet connection is formed as the core of the cyber domain. The interface between domains is
the endpoint in the cybersecurity domain. The wireless layer accepted a cross-domain limit to
easily transition to a physical domain. Currently, research is focused on the cross-domain
interface and the central layers of the cybersecurity domain [5].

Cross- Domain
Interface

• The interface between cross domains may be a
microprocessor, ,a computer, a wireless service
system, a mobile phone in a vehicle

Wireless

• The wireless connection allows an interface
between domains to be easily moved to a physical
domain.

core

• Core is the wired network installed in government
infrastructure, public telecommunications or
business

Figure 2. Three functional layers of the cyber Physical domain

The physical cyber domain consists of three functional layers from a technical point of view. The
first part is Core, the second part is Wireless and the Third part is the layer cross-domain
interface[5]. Core Layer offer tracks to a discussion of data and network information between
different subnets[6].
In the cyber-physical system, two methods of data collection are used for an audit of material
such as Host base audit and Network-based audit. A host-based audit is preferred for the system
with a high volume structure such as the smart grid. The network-based audit has a benefit in
freeing each node from maintaining or analyzing logs [1][7], [8]. Basic network computers for
example switches, load balancers, routers, and firewalls can capture network traffic they are
going through. which is generally considered to be the main source of control data for intrusion
detection [9]. The two most popular categories of data sources such as the host base and network
base, this designing an anomaly-based data source: calls, UNIX, shell commands, mouse,
dynamic, keyboard, multiple host records, users. The hosts are valid [9]. Host-based IDS is not a
good solution for fast dispersion worms without dispersion [10]. The most common examples of
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a network-based data source are Network traffic and records [9]. The IDE-based network is
located at strategic points in the system and controls all movement between devices. The hostbased IDE runs on distinct hosts on the network and controls the internal and outbound traffic of
these particular devices[11]. The host-based model notifies the cloud user of malicious activity in
the system by analyzing the tracking of system calls [12]. The CPS ranges from comparatively
small systems such as airplanes and cars to large systems such as a national network [13]. The
cyber-physical system is a system for observing and controlling the physical world. The Cyber
system used in various applications, such as military, medical assistance, transportation, and
production. Four representative applications used in CPS, such as business control systems,
smart grid systems, medical/health devices and intelligent vehicles[14]. Programmable judgment
managers are replaced by the advanced cyber physics system (CPS). In general, CPS
communicates through a closed industrial communication network and also links to the Internet.
The PSC monitors the physical processes that are integrated devices for free programming and
attacks on cyber systems can cause physical damage and threaten human life [15]. The intelligent
network has become one of the main technological and economic developments in the world
[16]. Medical devices have been improved by integrating physical and cybersecurity capabilities
to provide better health services[17]. Smart cars (smart cars) are more environmentally friendly
and safer cars [14]. CPS attacks can not only have financial implications, but they can also
endanger people's lives. Therefore, the security of the CPS is important. [18].
The traditional CPS system involves in many vast industrial projects such as the manufactory
system, the smart electric power grid, aerospace system, protection system, aerospace system and
so on. Mobile CPS services can be useful in numerous application domains mostly introduced in
three application fields, healthcare system, vehicular networking system, and mobile education.
Healthcare systems have been an energetic research area. The healthcare system in traditional
CPS more likely about live sport medical devices and robot-supported operation etc. Vehicular
networking system divided into three groups, microlayer, macro layer, and meso layer. Data
handling and transmissions are complex in vehicular networking systems. Micro layer is used
for traffic security, traffic awareness, or in many other operations. Meso layer is about
communication among different vehicles and shares security information. Macro layer useful in
real-time traffic information [7].
2.2 Information domain and its features
Cybersecurity is the same as information security. Information security is part of cybersecurity
[19]. The exchange of information on situational awareness is extremely crucial for an
organization that allows it to continue to exist as part of the cybersecurity domain. Knowledge of
the condition is essential for decision-making and a timely threat to future threats. Due to the
confidential nature of information, there is always a risk that security information will be shared.
[20].
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The characteristics of the information domain are the monitoring, archiving, and display of
information. In the information domain, there are many issues like simulation-based risk,
management based risk, risk on traffic control systems [4]. Information security awareness
training is a formal education for computer users who know information security. Training at the
workplace is usually a rule that motivates the behavior of information security [2]. The class’s
material can be characterized in a different type of classifier such as Artificial neural network,
Rule induction, Decision tree, Bayesian method, evolutionary algorithms, and K Nearest
neighbors, etc. [8].
2.3 Network domain and its security
The network domain also shows a very central role in exchange and communication. The
security of a system/network is one of the most important components for the protection of
private data. Most attackers try to access and take control of any internal system, as taking
advantage of one system facilitates control over other systems in the network [21]. Network
security consists of hardware and software methods to avoid security breaches and provide
security measures. However, IT support implements security measures such as the use of
firewalls and antivirus protection in an organizational context [2].
The security of the network domain is also required as the usage of the networks increases day
by day. Other data and information are generated. Real-time defense of information and data is
becoming increasingly difficult for today's businesses. DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)
attacks are commonplace today [21], [22]. Trojans of the Denial of Service (DoS) prevent the
functioning of a function or source [23]. If enterprise security requirements are not very high, we
can take the protection of by-hop encryption. Or, if the demands on commercial requirements are
high, we can use end-to-end cryptography [24]. Attacks on industrial systems are often
recognized as machine learning since K represents the clustering, the neural network, the
intelligent Markov mode based on statistical learning, and the classification of the supporting
machine[25]. The K-means clustering algorithm is often used in intrusion detection. However,
the algorithm is sensitive to selecting the center of the original group[26]. Many methods for
detecting intrusions and protecting the network from attacks, such as detection of abuse or
detection based on the comprehensive signature protocol (SPA) based detection anomalies and
the hybrid system[1], [8], [21]. Intrusion detection is an area of impotent investigation. Many
devices are available to detect intrusion in the network [8]. Based on the understanding of attack
detection, we also introduce block-chain technology and its main application. The simple
functionality of a block-chain is a cryptographically secure mechanism for finding a verifiable
sequence of data records [1]. Cryptography is divided into two symmetric and asymmetric
categories. The symmetric cryptographic algorithm works in sequence and used to transform
data in privacy, for example, the advanced encryption standard (AES). Transport keys and digital
signatures used in an asymmetric cryptographic algorithms.[24].
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Security and network information should be treated with such characteristics as integrity,
identification, non-refusal, and confidentiality [24].

Application layer
Personalized information service, Intelligent transference

Support layer
For application level its reliable support platform, cloud
computing, intelligent computing
Network layer
Reliable transmission of information on some base networks
which are internet, satellite, wireless network and
communication protocols.
Perceptual layer
Collect all kind of information through physical equipment
RFID reader , all kind of sensor, GPS

Figure 3. Network Security Architecture
Figure No 3, shows four key levels of network security. It is shared into four main levels, with
the most basic level being the level of awareness, the second level the network level, the third
level the support level, and the last level the application level [24].
The perception level collects information about physical devices. The level of the network is in
control for the consistent transmission of information on certain core networks such as the
satellite, Internet, wireless network; etc. The support level combines the level of the application
upwards and the network downwards. This level is a support platform for the application level.
Application-level that provides customized installations based on user needs. Verification is
more important for security to avoid the illegal node [24].
2.4 Cognitive domain
In the cognitive domain, data needs to be analyzed, accurately recognized, and used for an
executive. Pay attention to the cognitive decisions that users make when faced with a computer
security problem. Z-Wave is widely used in commercial environments because the Z-Wave
protocol for low power wireless communication is widely used in home automation network
remote control. Application control in smart homes and small businesses [27]. The heuristic of
intelligent decision making that people apply to a computer security problem. They show the
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impact of experiments where the scope of loss of utility has become a change for individuals
when presented in cybersecurity scenarios [4].
2.5 Social domain
The social domain in cybersecurity is also important for decisions, the perspective of the
organization; Describe how organizations prepared to respond to cybersecurity threats can be
improved. Decisions on cybersecurity must be reliable with social, moral, and other
considerations that are representative of its surrounding social environment[4]. Social
networking sites are very useful for the new generation and their very preferred method of
communication. Each of the social networking sites generally provides tools for users to share
their personal information, photos, and stories. Attackers use social networks and social
networks to steal personal information for fraud and identity theft [23]. Since most of them use
social networking sites or social almost every day, it has become a great platform for
cybercriminals to hack personal data and steal valuable records[28].
2.6 Transportation domain
In the transport domain, the application level offers the facilities demanded by the client and
Provides high-quality intelligent services to meet client needs. The intelligent transport system
(ITS) or the cyber transport system represents the integration between information technology
and communication to monitor and control the transport network. ITS aims to improve the
reliability, availability, safety, and efficiency of transport infrastructures[27]. Safety plays an
important role in modern cybersecurity systems (CPS), which contain intelligent transport
systems. Ad hoc vehicle networks are at the heart of intelligent transport systems (ITS). Its goal
is to communicate competently and provide benefits to people, ranging from improved security
to accessibility[29].
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Table 1. shows the purpose and function of cybersecurity domains.
S.No Domain Name
1

2

3

4

5

6

Purpose or function

Cyber-Physical Cyber-Physical domain used to protect hardware, software, and
important data or information. The cyber-physical system used in
domain
several applications such as health care, military, transport, and
industrialized.
Information security domain awareness exercise is correct teaching
Information
targeted at making computer user alert of information security.
domain
Information domain is used for monitoring, information storing, and
conception.
Network domain used in sharing and communication. The network
Network
is one of the most important parts of protecting private records. The
domain
network must be ready with these properties, such as integrity,
identification, non-rejection, and privacy.
The information must be properly analyzed and recognized and used
Cognitive
in the field of cognitive decision-making. Cognitive domain, which
domain
is widely used in remote control applications in smart homes as well
as in small commercial domains.
Social domain The social domain in cybersecurity is important for assessments,
executive side. Provide awareness on how organizations can be
improved arranged to react to cyber threats. Protect data from
cybercriminals who try to hack personal information.
Transportation The transportation domain provides extraordinary quality or smart
services to meet the customer’s requirement. The Intelligent
domain
transportation system ITS goals to improved reliability,
accessibility, safety and efficacy of the transportation infrastructure.

3. Major areas of cybersecurity
Some important areas of cybersecurity are as follows
3.1 Application security
Using the software for many purposes, the user can use the software to protect their business
needs. Any application can also contain gaps or vulnerabilities that allow attackers to infiltrate
consumer software. Application security is the use of hardware, software, and methods to protect
against external pressures. The security processes included in application security programs and
software minimize the possibility that administrative applications may access, steal, modify, or
delete unauthorized code on a security tool [30].
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3.2 Information security
Information security is a set of techniques for managing the processes and tools required to
prevent, and handle threats to policies for digital and non-digital documents[31]. Privacy issues
are based on intermediate goals such as maintaining integrity, confidentiality, and availability of
IT systems and the originality of information. Confidentiality means that confidential data must
be disclosed to authorized events, integrity that prevents unauthorized modification of records
and availability ensures that information is accessed through the legal parties when required[30].
3.3 Email security
Email security is the number one threat address for a security hole[30]. The email hacking,
where hackers can easily access a person's email address and then use it for negative purposes
[32]. Attackers use personal information to create sophisticated phishing processes that trick
recipients and send them to sites that assign malware. An e-mail security application can block
incoming viruses, attack and monitor messages to prevent the loss of private data [30].
3.4 Mobile devices and Web security
Cybercriminals are increasingly focusing on mobile devices and applications. Over the next 3
years, 90% of IT agencies could also support business programs on non-public mobile devices.
Obviously, customers want to manipulate which devices can access their network. You may also
need to configure your connections to keep visitors to the community site private [30]. Web
security protects access to the website or in the cloud. It also refers to the phases in which you
defend your website [30].
3.5 Network Security
Network security is used in both hardware and software methods to protect security it also
analyses security and security measures [2]. Network security sometimes termed as Wireless
security because of an existing network, which becomes wireless and provides access via Access
Points. While the wired network is more secure than a wireless network. That’s why; wireless
network security is also an emerging issue. Without stringent security features, putting in a
wireless LAN may be like putting Ethernet ports anywhere, consisting of the parking zone. To
prevent make the most from taking preserve, the consumer needs products particularly designed
to protect a wireless network [30].
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Figure 4. Subareas of cybersecurity

Conclusion
Internet has become an important part of everyone's life. It is widely used in homes, offices,
schools, hospitals, and businesses. It is a tool that lets you keep track of things, stay up-to-date
with news, and communicate with everyone. In the warfare against cyber-attacks, cybersecurity
is a delicate problem in the world of security companies and governments experiencing every
effort to deploy or implement various tools and techniques to protect their data and private
information in order to keep their business running. It is very important to understand about the
usage of cybersecurity domains as security of a system/network is one of the most significant
components for the protection of private data. In this paper, we discussed the importance of
cybersecurity and usage of its subdomains or its purposes. We also clarify the Major areas of
cybersecurity that are most required to avoid and handle threats for digital and non-digital
documents.
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